
Methods
• Quantity of interest, 𝑞(𝑡): occasionally spikes over time and 

surpasses an extreme event threshold 𝑞𝑒
• Prediction time interval: 𝜏 
• Partial information from the system at time 𝑡 and 

before → predict 𝑞(𝑡 + 𝜏) using neural networks
• Neural networks: function approximators
• Classify future states as extreme or non-extreme based on 𝑞𝑒

Predictions

Robustness

Deep Learning
• Feedforward 

networks (FF):
pass information 
sequentially from 
layer to layer.

• Long-short term
memory networks
(LSTMs): 
use gates to allow past inputs to influence current predictions.

• Reservoir computing networks (RC): pass inputs through a 
fixed  reservoir of nodes capturing complex temporal 
dynamics. Least computationally expensive.
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Results
• Predictions by all network structures closely match the time series of 

the quantity of interest and accurately predict extreme events.
• Within each system, the networks perform similarly on noise-free 

data; no network type is clearly optimal for all systems. 
• Of the architectures studied, LSTM networks are most robust to 

observational noise, while feedforward networks are most sensitive.
• Adding artificial noise to the training data consistently improves  

predictions.

Conclusion
• Neural networks can accurately predict extreme events, even when 

given little information.
• Results are sensitive to the type of network input data.

Introduction
Extreme events, such as rogue waves, earthquakes, epileptic 
seizures, and stock market crashes, are rare phenomena with 
drastic consequences.  Real-time prediction of these extreme 
events would help mitigate their undesirable effects. Our 
challenge is that complete measurements of the entire system 
are often unavailable. We consider chaotic systems governed by 
differential equations.
Goal: maximize predictive accuracy of extreme events.

Rössler:
prototype

Turbulence:
2D fluid flow

FitzHugh-Nagumo: 
neural activity
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Time series of true and predicted quantity of interest. 

Scatterplot of the true value vs. predicted value at each time 𝑡.

 

AUC versus Gaussian white noise in the testing data, as a 
percentage of the standard deviation of each input.

Effect of adding noise to the training data in the FitzHugh-Nagumo 
system, which was least robust. The predictions drastically improve.


